Stash and Dash
Class Description
Learn all the basics of bag making as you make this handy
organizer. Discover secrets to working with ByAnnie’s Soft and
Stable, mesh, and vinyl as well as covering strapping and
installing zippers.
Be sure to start your project with the right foundation: ByAnnie’s
Soft and Stable will add support and stability and you'll love how
easy it is to quilt your fabric with the Soft and Stable.
Learn to make three zippers out of one by sewing strategic
stitches and attaching an extra pull. You're going to love that trick!
Discover the secrets of a professional finish as you learn to make
and attach your own matching bias binding.
Learn to make an adjustable strap and attach a slider as well as
how to round corners for a more professional finish.
Learn about tools that make sewing so much easier: rotary cutters
and rulers, proper machine feet, bias tape makers (for zipper
pulls), turning tools, stilettos, pressing tools, chalk markers, and
more!
Stash and Dash is perfect for sewing supplies, a car emergency
kit, EPP, toys, office supplies, or cosmetics — the options are
limitless!

Class Supply List
In this class we will make the organizer. You will need the
following supplies in class:

Stash and Dash pattern
Fabric and supplies listed on pattern cover (see next
page)

Thread to match fabrics

ALSO BRING TO CLASS:
Sewing machine in good working order with walking foot, 1/4" foot, and zipper foot. If you have a Teflon foot for your machine,
bring it, too, to facilitate stitching on the vinyl. Don’t forget the extension table for your machine.

Rotary cutter and rulers
Basic sewing kit, including #90/14 topstitch needles, Wonder Clips, a stiletto/pressing tool, pins (the large yellow-topped quilting
pins work best), scissors, thread, chalk marker or similar tool for marking lines, washable school glue stick, etc.

BEFORE CLASS:
To make best use of class time, please cut out the fabric pieces and quilt the fabric pieces according to the instructions on page 2 of
the pattern BEFORE coming to class.
This class is brought to you by:
Date
Time
Location
Cost

Stash and Dash

Stash and Dash

Fold-over Organizer
This handy little wrap features three inner pockets made from mesh for easy
visibility of contents. Each pocket has a zipper closure — no need to worry
about things falling out! A clear vinyl slip pocket on back and an expandable
strap closure finish off the bag.

Fold-over Organizer

Stash and Dash is perfect to use as an emergency car kit, first aid kit, organizer
for supplies (sewing, cosmetics, or office), kid’s quiet book, or purse organizer
— the possibilities are endless! How will you use Stash and Dash?
Supplies needed:

Amount needed:

Main fabric* (body of organizer)

Fat quarter

* Not suitable for directional fabrics. Busy fabrics
are best as they will hide stitching lines.

Lining fabric (lining of organizer)

Fat quarter

Contrasting fabric (bindings and strap)

½ yard

ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable (stabilizer)

10” x 20”

Mesh fabric, light–weight or mid-weight
(inner pockets)

three 5” x 9” pieces

Clear vinyl, heavyweight (back pocket)

7” x 5”

Zippers
We prefer handbag zippers. They are sturdier and
have an extra large pull. Their extra-wide zipper
tape also makes them easier to install.

Three 10” or longer
or
One 30” double-slide handbag
zipper with an extra zipper pull

1” polypro strapping
1” wide-mouth slider (strap closure)
Thread for quilting and assembly
We love threads from Superior Threads:
www.superiorthreads.com

Basting tape (optional)

One slider
We prefer So Fine! #50 for
both quilting and assembly
on this project.
One package

Helpful for attaching zippers to mesh pockets

For more patterns and designs, please contact:

Zippered closures on each
pocket mean there is
no need to worry
about things
falling
out!

18”

(HAR1-AB-350 or HAR1-N-350)
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wrap features three
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A
clear
vinyl slip
pocket on back
and an expandable
strap closure finish
off the bag.
Be sure to check out our
Summer Sew Along at http://
byanniecom.blogspot.com/
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